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- OP231 - AUTOMATIC SEGMENTATION AND POSITIONING SYSTEM OF PICC CATHETER AND TIP BASED ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE X-RAY IMAGES, Wu, Yi

- OP232 - SYMPTOM CLUSTERS AND ITS RELATED FACTORS AMONG BREAST CANCER PATIENTS UNDERGOING CHEMOTHERAPY, Di, Zhao

- OP233 - REDUCING THE INCIDENCE OF UNPLANNED EXTUBATION IN MEDICAL ADULT INPATIENTS WITH PERIPHERAL INSERTED CENTRAL CATHETER CARE BUNDLE, Qin, Lin

- OP234 - PSYCHOLOGICAL CHANGES AND INFLUENCING FACTORS OF BREAST CANCER SURVIVORS RETURNING TO WORK DURING THE REHABILITATION PERIOD: A QUALITATIVE STUDY, Huiting, Zhang


- OP236 - APPLICATION OF MULTIPLE DISCIPLINARY TEAM REFINED CARE IN PERIOPERATIVE NURSING OF PITUITARY TUMOR PATIENTS, Xiaoxi, Zhou

- OP237 - EXPLORATION AND STUDY ON PASSPORT CARE MODE OF PALLIATIVE THERAPY FOR PATIENTS WITH TERMINAL CANCER, Lv, Qing

- OP238 - EXERCISE DURING AND AFTER BREAST CANCER: BEHAVIOUR, ENABLERS AND BARRIERS, Alison, Szwajcer

- OP239 - WHAT ARE THE UNMET SUPPORTIVE CARE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS AFFECTED BY TESTICULAR CANCER: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW, Renee, Doyle

- OP240 - QUALITY OF LIFE AMONG EYE CANCER PATIENTS: A LITERATURE REVIEW FROM 2012 TO 2022, Yonghui, Huang

- OP242 - ENTHUSIASM AND HESITANCY OF COVID-19 VACCINATION AMONG CANCER PATIENTS: A CROSS-SECTIONAL SURVEY IN CHINA, Wenyi, Xu

- OP243 - INFLUENCE OF PALLIATIVE CARE ON LIFE DIGNITY AND QUALITY OF LIFE OF PATIENTS WITH ADVANCED CANCER, Yifei, Kan

- OP244 - EFFECT OF INDIVIDUAL REMINISCENCE THERAPY ON ANTICIPATORY GRIEF AND QUALITY OF LIFE IN SPOUSES OF YOUNG PATIENTS WITH ADVANCED CANCER, Jie, Jiao

- OP248 - BODY MASS INDEX AND SURVIVAL OUTCOMES IN CANCER PATIENTS ON IMMUNE CHECKPOINT INHIBITORS: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS, Hang, Gao

- OP249 - A CASE STUDY ON FAMILY-BASED DIGNITY THERAPY IN END-OF-LIFE PATIENTS IN MAINLAND CHINA, LANXIN, XI

- OP251 - CONSTRUCTION OF AN EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE SCHEME OF PERIOPERATIVE ORAL CARE FOR PATIENTS WITH ORAL CANCER, Haiqin, Hu
• OP252 - A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF FINANCIAL TOXICITY AMONG PATIENTS WITH CANCER IN CHINESE MAINLAND, Binbin, Xu
• OP253 - UNMET NEEDS, ANXIETY, DEPRESSION, AND QUALITY OF LIFE AMONG CAREGIVERS OF ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG ADULTS WITH CANCER: A CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY, Qinquin, Cheng
• OP254 - CHARACTERISTICS AND EFFECTIVENESS OF EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTIONS ON CERVICAL CANCER SCREENING TARGETED AT RURAL FEMALES: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS, Mengyue, Zhang
• OP257 - SELF-DISCLOSURE INTERVENTION FOR WIVES OF MEN WITH PROSTATE CANCER DURING RADIOTHERAPY, Zhen, Luo
• OP258 - THE MEDIATING ROLE OF MINDFULNESS AND PERCEIVED SOCIAL SUPPORT BETWEEN MENOPAUSAL SYMPTOMS AND QUALITY OF LIFE IN BREAST CANCER PATIENTS, Yingtao, Meng
• OP260 - INVESTIGATION OF INTERMITTENT CATHETERIZATION TIME OF PATIENTS WITH ABDOMINAL AND PELVIC TUMORS AFTER SHORT-TERM HOME CLEANING, Huifen, Wang
• OP261 - THE ROLE OF CLEAN INTERMITTENT CATHETERIZATION IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING RADIOTHERAPY AFTER RADICAL HYSTEROECTOMY FOR CERVICAL CANCER: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL, Zhen, Pan
• OP262 - CONSTRUCT OF PAPILLARY THYROID MICROCARCINOMA QUESTION PROMPT LIST BASED ON INFORMATION NEEDS, Liyuan, Sun
• OP263 - THE CONSTRUCTION OF RISK PREDICTION MODEL FOR PSYCHOSOCIAL ADJUSTMENT OF BREAST CANCER PATIENTS, Yiheng, Zhang
• OP265 - THE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF A WOUND CARE PLATFORM IN CHINA, Yongyi, Chen
• OP268 - INFLUENCE FACTORS OF SYMPTOM CLUSTERS OF CHILDREN WITH CANCER DURING INTRODUCTION PERIOD OF CHEMOTHERAPY, Jing, Liao
• OP270 - THE INFLUENCE OF THE HANDLING STYLE ON THE OUTCOME WHEN ONCOLOGY NURSES SUFFERED FROM THE PATIENTS' LANGUAGE VIOLENCE, Chufeng, Lv
• OP271 - TO INVESTIGATE THE OCCURRENCE OF GASTROINTESTINAL SYMPTOMS IN PATIENTS WITH CHEMOTHERAPY UNDER INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, Xiao xue, Wen
• OP272 - THE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AMONG CANCER PATIENTS TREATING RADIOTHERAPY AND CHEMORADIATION, Haryani, Haryani
• OP273 - NURSE LED FOLLOW-UP CARE IN A BREAST CANCER CENTRE (BCC), Angela, Tolotti
• OP274 - FAMILY SENSE OF COHERENCE, CAREGIVER BURDEN AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTRESS AMONG THE PRINCIPAL CAREGIVERS OF ADVANCED CANCER PATIENTS: A CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY, Panpan, Cui
• OP275 - THE EFFECTS OF STANDARDIZED MANAGEMENT OF CHASSIS LEAKAGE FOR PATIENTS WITH ENTEROSTOMY, Di, Wei
• OP276 - PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY ON PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIENCE AND COPING STYLE OF PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANT FUNGATING WOUNDS DURING DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT, Xiaomei, Zhu
• OP278 - EXPLORING A MANTRAM REPETITION INTERVENTION AMONG ADOLESCENTS WITH A HISTORY OF CANCER, Jennifer, Hulett
• OP279 - RECONCEPTUALIZING EDUCATION AND CAPACITY BUILDING IN AFRICAN ONCOLOGY SETTINGS, Arlyce, Comuar
• OP280 - THE SILENT SUFFERING: AN IPA STUDY OF CAREGIVERS' EXPERIENCE IN PROVIDING END-OF-LIFE CARE FOR PATIENTS WITH COMORBID DEMENTIA AND CANCER, Gigi Cheuk Chi, Ling
• OP281 - THE SUPPORTIVE CARE NEEDS OF BREAST CANCER SURVIVORS WITH DIFFERENT LEVELS OF FEAR OF CANCER RECURRENCE, Mengmeng, Lyu
• OP282 - EFFECTS OF ACUPUNCTURE AND EMBEDDING OF THUMB-TACK NEEDLE ON RELIEVING NAUSEA AND VOMITING IN PATIENTS WITH POSTOPERATIVE CHEMOTHERAPY FOR GASTRIC-CANCER, Yanling, Zhang
• OP285 - A CROSS-SECTIONAL SURVEY OF FINANCIAL TOXICITY AND INFLUENCING FACTORS AMONG BLADDER CANCER PATIENTS, Xiaoli, Zhang
• OP287 - CERVICAL CANCER PREVENTION AND GHANAIAN DESCENDS, Angela, Adjetey Appiah
• OP288 - INFLUENCE OF NURSING WORK ENVIRONMENT ON TRANSITION SHOCK OF NEW MALE NURSES IN THREE-GRADE HOSPITAL IN HE’NAN, Xuan, Mai
• OP290 - SOURCES OF CERVICAL CANCER SCREENING SELF-EFFICACY AMONG RURAL FEMALE IN CHINESE MAINLAND: A QUALITATIVE STUDY, Mengyue, Zhang
• OP291 - CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF BODY IMAGE LEVEL AND FEMALE SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION IN YOUNG PATIENTS WITH POSTOPERATIVE BREAST CANCER, Hua, Du
• OP293 - THE RELATIONSHIP LEADERSHIP ROLE OF WARD NURSE MANAGERS AND NURSING STAF PERFORMANCE A EXPLANATORY CAUSALITY STUDY IN INDONESIA CANCER CENTER, Kemala Rita, Wahidi
• OP299 - PROJECT: CREATION OF A SPECIALIZED ONCOLOGICAL NURSING CONSULTATION IN THE CHEMOTHERAPY UNIT OF THE CALDERÓN GUARDIA HOSPITAL, Katherine, Vargas
• OP300 - CO-WORD CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF “INTERNET + NURSING RESEARCH HOTSPOTS OF CANCER PATIENTS, Wang, Hui
• OP301 - FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY OF WOMEN WITH BREAST NEOPLASM UNDERGOING PALLIATIVE CHEMOTHERAPY, CARLA ANDRÉIA, Vilanova Marques
• OP302 - APPLICATION OF HOME-BASED SWALLOWING AND INGESTING TRAINING IN POSTOPERATIVE PATIENTS WITH LARYNGEAL CARCINOMA, Changning, Xie
• OP303 - INVESTIGATING THE SELF-PERCEIVED EDUCATIONAL PRIORITIES AMONG CANCER NURSES IN AUSTRALIA, Carla, Thamm
• OP305 - A SCOPING REVIEW INTO THE VALUE OF PREHABILITATION FOR NEO ADJUVANT CHEMOTHERAPY PATIENTS, Tessa, Renouf
• OP308 - MEDIA EFFECT OF SELF-EFFICACY ON IMPLICIT ATTITUDE AND WORK ENTHUSIASM OF ONCOLOGICAL NURSES, Luo, Qingqing
• OP309 - A MIXED-METHOD STUDY OF SYMPTOMS, FATIGUE, EMOTIONAL STATUS AND QUALITY OF LIFE AMONG ADVANCED LUNG CANCER PATIENTS RECEIVING IMMUNOTHERAPY, Yu-Chien, Liao
• OP310 - INVESTIGATION OF SLEEP QUALITY AND INFLUENCING FACTORS IN PATIENTS WITH ADVANCED LUNG CANCER, Jie, Cheng
• OP311 - A QUALITATIVE STUDY OF CINV SYMPTOM EXPERIENCE IN PATIENTS WITH NON-SMALL CELL LUNG CANCER, Yanjun, Mao
• OP312 - Pinky P.K., Lee
• CHALLENGES AND ENABLERS INFLUENCING HONG KONG ETHNIC MINORITY PARENTS’ INTENTION TO HAVE THEIR ADOLESCENT DAUGHTERS VACCINATED AGAINST HUMAN PAPILOMARVIRUS (HPV),
• OP314 - SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION ASSOCIATED WITH PROSTATE CANCER TREATMENT IN JAPANESE MEN, Saeko, HAYASHI
• OP316 - INTEGRATED CARE PATHWAY FOR METASTATIC SPINAL CORD COMPRESSION – A QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT TO STRIVE FOR BETTER PATIENT CARE, Wai Man, Ling
• OP318 - THE EXPERIENCES OF ADHERENCE TO MULTIPLE HEALTHY DIETARY BEHAVIORS AMONG CHINESE GASTRIC CANCER SURVIVORS: A DESCRIPTIVE QUALITATIVE STUDY, Ting, GAN
• OP319 - APPLICATION OF CRYOTHERAPY WITH HONEY ICE IN CHILDREN WITH CANCER UNDERGOING CHEMOTHERAPY FOR THE PREVENTION OF ORAL MUCOSITIS, Allenidekania, Allenidekania
• OP320 - TRANSITION EXPERIENCE OF THE FAMILY RESILIENCE AFTER DIAGNOSIS OF CHILDHOOD CANCER: PHASE 1 RESULTS OF A LONGITUDINAL QUALITATIVE STUDY, Yingying, Huang
• OP321 - EVALUATING BREAST CANCER IN PREGNANCY, Linda, Muraca
• E-LEARNING MODULES FOR ONCOLOGY NURSES, 
• OP322 - DEVELOPMENT OF A MHEALTH-BASED EXERCISE INTERVENTION FOR COLORECTAL CANCER SURVIVORS WITH FATIGUE, Ya-Ting, GAO
• OP323 - INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO BUILDING GLOBAL PARTNERSHIPS AND CANCER NURSING LEADERSHIP IN LOW AND MIDDLE INCOME COUNTRIES, Patsy, Yates
• OP324 - FINANCIAL TOXICITY: AN EMERGING SIDE EFFECT OF CANCER, Margaret, Fitch
• OP325 - BUILDING SUSTAINABILITY AND RESILIENCE: GROWING ONCOLOGY NURSES AS A SPECIALTY IN RWANDA, Margaret, Fitch
• OP331 - SURVEY OF PEOPLE WITH AML AND CAREGIVERS ON THEIR EXPERIENCE OF PREHABILITATION IN THE UK, Sophie, Gasson
• OP334 - FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH POST-OPERATIVE PAIN EXPERIENCE AMONG STAGE III AND IV ORAL SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA PATIENTS UNDERGOING SURGERY, Yamuna, Athukorala

2. POSTER PRESENTATIONS

• PP036 - APPLYING THE INFORMATION–MOTIVATION–BEHAVIORAL MODEL TO EXPLORE THE INFLUENCING FACTORS OF SELF-MANAGEMENT BEHAVIOR IN LUNG CANCER PATIENTS UNDERGOING CHEMOTHERAPY, Xiaoyan, Ni
• PP039 - ACUPUNCTURE SELECTION RULE OF TREATMENT OF CONSTIPATION IN TUMOR PATIENTS BASED ON DATA MINING, Zhao, Qingyu
• PP040 - PSYCHOMETRIC EVALUATION OF ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION SHORT FORMS OF PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOMES MEASUREMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (PROMIS) MEASURES AMONG CHINESE CANCER PATIENTS, Yang, Yang
• PP044 - THE EFFECTS OF MULTI-MODAL INTERVENTION IN MANAGING F-S-D SYMPTOM CLUSTER IN BREAST CANCER PATIENTS: STUDY PROTOCOL FOR RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL, Wai Man, Wong
• PP045 - EFFECTS OF RATIONAL EMOTIVE BEHAVIOR THERAPY IN COLORECTAL CANCER PATIENTS WITH ADJUVANT CHEMOTHERAPY: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL, Yuxin, Liu
• PP048 - DISCUSSION ON THE BEST TIME TO IMPLEMENT "FALL PREVENTION" EDUCATION IN CANCER PATIENTS UNDERGOING CHEMOTHERAPY, Li, Peng
• PP051 - BASELINE CHARACTERIZATION OF POLYCYTHAEMIA VERA PATIENTS INCLUDED IN A PROSPECTIVE REGISTRY OF PATIENTS WITH MYELOPROLIFERATIVE NEOPLASMS IN PORTUGAL, Sandra, Ponte
• PP052 - LONGITUDINAL INVESTIGATION AND INFLUENCING FACTORS OF SYMPTOM DISTRESS IN PATIENTS WITH ADVANCED COLORECTAL CANCER TREATED WITH TARGETED THERAPY, Yuxin, Liu
• PP053 - THIRSTY EXPERIENCED BY PATIENTS POSTOPERATIVE ESOPHAGEAL CANCER: A QUALITATIVE INTERVIEW STUDY, Yuanyuan, Chen
• PP057 - EFFECT OF SUPPORT GROUP ON WORKING STRESS RELIEVING FOR NEW ONCOLOGY NURSE, Pei-yu, Lee
• PP068 - A QUALITATIVE STUDY ON SUICIDE PREVENTION OF INPATIENTS WITH CANCER BY PALLIATIVE CARE, Zhenli, Rao
• PP072 - DYNAMIC TRAJECTORY OF POSTOPERATIVE SYMPTOMS IN PATIENTS WITH LOW ANTERIOR RESECTION OF RECTAL CANCER BASED ON LATENT GROWTH MODEL, Yating, Liu
• PP075 - FACTORS INFLUENCING SELF-MANAGEMENT BEHAVIORS IN LUNG CANCER PATIENTS UNDERGOING CHEMOTHERAPY: A STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODEL BASED ON THE INFORMATION-MOTIVATION-BEHAVIOR SKILL MODEL, Xiaoyan, Ni
• PP076 - PALLIATIVE CARE, 芷宁, 张
• PP083 - STUDY ON THE INFLUENCE OF CASE MANAGEMENT TRAINING MODE ON THE PROFESSIONAL ABILITY IMPROVEMENT OF THORACIC ONCOLOGY NURSES, Ting, Zhang
• PP092 - DISCUSSION ON THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CARE OF ELDERLY CANCER PATIENTS, Shi, Du
• PP095 - CANCER CAREGIVING: A SCOPING REVIEW OF CAREGIVER-IDENTIFIED PRIORITIES FOR SUPPORT, Steven, Hall
• PP106 - LONG-TERM TIME COURSE OF QUALITY OF LIFE EVALUATED EORTC-QLQ-C30 AND H&N35 AMONG HEAD AND NECK CANCER PATIENTS WHO RECEIVED CHEMORADIOThERAPY, Kazuyo, Iwanaga
• PP108 - NURSING CARE OF A PATIENT WITH POSTOPERATIVE RECURRENCE OF SMALL INTESTINAL STROMAL TUMOR WITH METASTASIS TO ABDOMINAL CAVITY AND LIVER, Meng, Zhou
• PP111 - ANALYSIS OF THE APPLICATION EFFECT OF NARRATIVE NURSING TEACHING IN HUMANISTIC CULTIVATION OF NURSES, Yu, Yaqin
• PP112 - CONSTRUCTION OF RISK MANAGEMENT MODEL OF FALL IN TUMOR INPATIENTS BASED ON TCMCONSTITUTION DIALECTICS OF SYNCOPE TYPE FALL, Surui, Zhang
• PP113 - CONSTRUCTION OF A PREDICTIVE MODEL OF SUPPORTIVE CARE NEEDS FOR BREAST CANCER PATIENTS 2 HOURS AFTER AWAKENING FROM ANESTHESIA, Qing, Wang
• PP114 - EFFECT OF THE TRAINING SESSION FOR MULTIPLE OCCUPATIONS USING FOR MOSHI-BANA CARD GAME, Hiromi, Takagishi
• PP118 - EVALUATION OF THERAPEUTIC EFFECT OF TCM TREATMENT BASED ON "YIQI YANGYIN "METHOD ON CHEMOTHERAPY-RELATED ADVERSE REACTIONS OF QI-DEFICIENCY AND YIN-DEFICIENCY CONSTITUTION, Tingting, Bao
• PP119 - DESIGN AND APPLICATION EFFECT EVALUATION OF NON-VOMITING ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD SYSTEM FOR CHEMOTHERAPY, Li, Tao
• PP122 - DEVELOPMENT OF THE NURSES’ WILLINGNESS TO ENGAGE IN PALLIATIVE CARE SCALE, Yichang, Zhu
• PP140 - APPLICATION OF HOSPICE CARE IN PATIENTS WITH ADVANCED CANCER, 薛妍, 薛
• PP153 - EFFECTS OF TEACH-BACK MODEL ON IMPROVING HOME SELF-MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS WITH LOWER LIMB LYMPHEDEMA, Yao, Wang
• PP154 - STUDY ON THE ECONOMIC TOXICITY STATUS AND INFLUENCING FACTORS OF BREAST CANCER PATIENTS, Nana, Jiao
• PP165 - PSYCHOLOGICAL RESILIENCE AND RELATED INFLUENCING FACTORS IN PATIENTS WITH PROSTATE CANCER: A CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY, Yao, Zhou
• PP166 - THOUGHTS REGARDING MEN’S NURSING TEACHER ON THE FERTILITY SUPPORT IN FEMALE CANCER SURVIVOR IN JAPAN, Akemi, NASU
• PP183 - RESEARCH PROGRESS OF FINANCIAL TOXICITY IN YOUNG CANCER PATIENTS, jingxuan, Yu
• PP212 - CONSTRUCTION RESEARCH OF SEXUAL HEALTH CARE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR CERVICAL CANCER PATIENTS AMONG NURSES IN GYNECOLOGY AND ONCOLOGY DEPARTMENT, Yanxia, Sun
• PP217 - INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS OF NURSES’ COGNITION OF HEALTH LAW KNOWLEDGE IN TUMOR HOSPITAL, Rong, Li
• PP246 - A RESEARCH ON THE KAP SITUATION OF SURGICAL NURSES PREVENTING PERIOPERATIVE PATIENTS FROM MALNUTRITION., Ying Qian, Zheng
• PP247 - COPING WITH OXALIPLATIN-INDUCED PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY IN GASTROINTESTINAL CANCER PATIENTS: A QUALITATIVE STUDY, Erina, Mashiro
• PP250 - RESEARCH PROGRESS OF MULTIMODAL PREREHABILITATION PROGRAM IN ELDERLY CANCER PATIENTS, Zijiao, Wang
• PP255 - SUMMARY OF THE BEST EVIDENCE FOR PERIOPERATIVE ORAL CARE PROGRAMS FOR PATIENTS WITH ORAL CANCER, Guanmian, Liang
• PP256 - EXPERIENCE OF HOSPICE NURSING IN A PATIENT WITH END-STAGE LUNG CANCER, Li, Chan
• PP259 - EFFECT OF THE EMOTIONAL FREEDOM TECHNIQUES IN THE SYMPTOM MANAGEMENT OF GYNECOLOGICAL TUMOR PATIENTS RECEIVING CHEMOTHERAPY, Meimei, Shang
• PP264 - EFFECT OF CHRONORADIOTHERAPY AT DIFFERENT TIMES ON THE INCIDENCE OF RADIATION-RELATED DIARRHEA IN PATIENTS WITH CERVICAL CANCER, Xiaocen, Chen
• PP266 - A SURVEY OF THE DIMENSIONAL AND MULTIDIMENSIONAL STATUS OF OSTOMY, Wang, Dan Dan
• PP269 - CLINICAL EFFECT OF INTEGRATED TRADITIONAL CHINESE AND WESTERN MEDICINE IN PREVENTING NAUSEA AND VOMITING CAUSED BY HIGH VOMITING CHEMOTHERAPY REGIMEN, Jiang, Zhao
• PP283 - DISCUSSION ON THE GUIDANCE OF HOME CARE FOR PATIENTS WITH COLORECTAL-CANCER DURING THE PERIOD OF THE COVID-19 EPIDEMIC, Yanling, Zhang
• PP284 - EFFECT OF SELF-CARE SKILL INSTRUCTION COMBINED WITH DISCHARGE PLANNING IN POSTOPERATIVE ELDERLY PATIENTS WITH COLORECTAL CANCER, Rui, Zheng
• PP286 - LONGITUDINAL TRAJECTORIES OF ILLNESS PERCEPTION REGARDING LYMPHEDEMA AMONG BREAST CANCER PATIENTS: A PROSPECTIVE OBSERVATIONAL STUDY, Jing, Chen
• PP289 - REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF HARDINESS AND ACUTE STRESS REACTION IN PATIENTS AFTER RADICAL MASTECTOMY, Xuan, Mai
• PP295 - EFFECT OF QUALITY CONTROL CIRCLE ON IMPROVING THE OPERATION QUALIFICATION RATE OF FAMILY ENTERAL NUTRITION PUMP FOR TUMOR PATIENTS, Qiu, Zheng
• PP296 - COMFORT OF BREAST CANCER PATIENTS DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC, Tuti, Nuraini
• PP297 - RESEARCH ON THE HEALTH EDUCATION NEEDS OF PATIENTS AND THEIR INFLUENCING FACTORS AFTER CERVICAL CANCER, Jie, Sheng
• PP298 - CONTINUOUS EXPLORATION OF CANCER - AUTOLOGOUS LUNG TRANSPLANTATION IN PATIENTS WITH LUNG CANCER, Liangyuan, Song
• PP304 - NURSING CARE FOR A PATIENT WITH MENINGIOMA COMPLICATED WITH INTRACRANIAL INFECTION AFTER OPERATION: A CASE REPORT, Beimei, Lei
• PP306 - ANALYSIS AND STRATEGY OF ADVERSE NURSING EVENTS FOR PATIENT SAFETY, 治强, 秦
• PP307 - EVALUATION OF HIERARCHICAL TRAINING EFFECT OF ONCOLOGY NURSES, Luo, Qingqing
• PP313 - THE STATUS OF SELF-HELP GROUPS PLAYING A ROLE OF SUPPORTING THE PSYCHOSOCIAL DISTRESS OF SURVIVORS DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, Yukako, Kaneshiro-Maeda
• PP315 - COPING STRATEGIES AND UNMET NEEDS FOR CANCER SURVIVORS DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC: A LITERATURE REVIEW, Noriko, Teruya
• PP317 - COMPARISON OF EORTC QLQ-C30 AND WHOQOL-BREF INSTRUMENT TO MEASURE QUALITY OF LIFE IN CANCER, Dewi, Gayatri
• PATIENTS: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW, ,
• PP326 - THE EFFECT OF MUSIC-BASED RELAXATION THERAPY DURING BRACHYTHERAPY ON PAIN AND ANXIETY, Kyung Hee, Lim
• PP327 - DISTRESS AND QUALITY OF LIFE RELATED TO HAND-FOOT SYNDROME, Kyung Hee, Lim
• PP329 - CARE COORDINATION FOR HEAD AND NECK CANCER PATIENTS RECEIVING CHEMOTHERAPY AND RADIATION, Rita, Babu
• PP330 - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SLEEP QUALITY AND QUALITY OF LIFE IN CANCER PATIENTS: A LITERATURE REVIEW, Agung, Waluyo
• PP332 - BENEFITS OF INCORPORATING COMMUNITY HEALTH VOLUNTEERS IN PALLIATIVE CARE SERVICES AT HOME FOR LIFE-THREATENING ILLNESS/LIFE-LIMITING PATIENTS., Stella, Rithara
• PP333 - IS PEDIATRIC PALLIATIVE CARE NURSING WELL PRESENTED IN TRAINING SCHOOLS? ESPECIALLY DEATH AND DYING, Stella, Rithara

3. MANDARIN POSTER PRESENTATIONS

• PPM055 - ERAS理念在脊柱肿瘤围手术期中的应用研究, 田, 王
• PPM101 - 胃癌术后早期肠内营养对术后预后的影响, 维蔚, 张
• PPM115 - 疑似癌症在初级医疗的转诊, Lan, Zhao
• PPM117 - 对恶性肿瘤病人的心理特征和临床表现及进行有效护理的探讨, 明花, 郝
• PPM201 - 探讨无呕病房规范化护理模式对肺部化疗所致恶心呕吐的效果, Wang, Juan
• PPM220 - 1例PD-1抑制剂特瑞普利单抗引起的免疫性心肌炎的护理体会, 彩霞, 姜
• PPM221 - 呼吸锻炼专项护理配合放松训练对肺癌围术期患者术后肺功能、预后因子水平的影响, Zhang, Ting
• PPM226 - 数字化胸腔闭式引流瓶在肺癌术后应用的效果观察, Bai, Yali
• PPM227 - 快速康复护理用于肺癌围术期护理中的效果, 换君, 赵
• PPM245 - 护理风险管理在头颈肿瘤护理管理中的应用效果分析, 洁, 丁